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AND 
G. COUSINEAU 
Institut de Programmation, Universitd Paris 6, Paris, France 
We answer two questions of Van derWalt (Inform. Contr. 32 (1976)): (1)There 
exists a (context-free) language which is not regular, but is, however, l-locally 
linear. (2) The largest full AFL of 1-11 languages i greater than the full AFL of 
regular sets. 
We answer here a double question asked by Van der Walt (1976) in his paper, 
"Local ly Linear Famil ies of Languages." These questions are: 
- -  Is Rat, the family of rational (or regular) languages the largest 1-11 AFL  ? 
- -  Is every 1-1I language rational ?
Both answers, given here, are negative. 
Recall the definition of Van der Walt (1976): 
DEFINITION. A language L _C X* is 1-11 if there exists some integer k such 
that for every word w inL,  if any k or more letters in w are marked, then w has a 
factorization w = wlw2w a such that 
(1) wlw2*w8 CL, 
(2) w I , w~, and wa contain marked letters. 
We first exhibit a nonrational context-free language L which is 1-11: 
L = {(ab)n(cd) • I n > 0} u X*{aa, ac, ad, bb, bd, ca, cb, cc, da, db, dd}X*. 
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This language is 1-11 with integer k --~ 4. Let w be a word in L with four 
marked letters, w = wlxlw2x2w3x3w~x4% (xi ~ X, w i ~ X*, i = 1, 2 ..... 5). I f  
~ {(ab)-(~a)- l n ~> o) = r ' ,  
then both wlxlw2xz*w~x3w4x4w 5 and wlxlw2x2w~x3*w~x4w 5 are contained in L. I f  
w ~L/L ' ,  either 
wlxlw2x2(w~x3)*w~tx4w 5 or wlxlw2(x2w3xa)*w~x4w 5 is contained in L. 
We have thus answered the second quest ion.  However, this kind of counter~ 
example cannot enable us to answer the first question since L',  which belongs to 
the AFL  generated by L, is not 1-11. 
We now exhibit a (full) AFL  of 1-11 languages trictly greater than Rat. 
This (full) AFL  is given by its generator: 
L 1 ~ X* /L  o where L o = {u~ I n > O} with u l= abc 
and u~+ t ~- Una~nb~t~cu~ • The language L o has the two properties: 
P1. The words in L 0 contain no square, that is, no word w in L 0 can be 
factorized in w -~ wlw2w2w~ with w 2 4= E. This is in fact proved in Morse and 
Hedlung (1944). 
P2. For any w 1 , wz, w 3 ~ X*, w = wlw~w 8~L o and wlw 3 ~L  o imply either 
w2=~or  rw~[>½[wl  
ProofofP2.  For a l ln , [u~l=22n- - land iu~+l [ - - [un[  =~(]u~+l l  +1)  
and P2 is then obvious. 
We now show that every language in the full AFL  generated by L 1 is l - l l .  
For  this we state the following lemma: 
LEMMA. Given an alphabetical homomorphism h from Y*  in X*, and a rational 
set R over Y,  h-l(La) n R is 1-11, 
Proof. Remember h is alphabetical if h(y) ~ X u {E} for any letter y in Y. Let 
R be recognized by a finite automaton with q states. Given q(3q + 4) marked 
positions in a word w of A = h-l(L1) n R,  two cases arise: 
Case 1. We have (q + 1) marked positions in a factor u of w such that 
h(u) ~- E. The word w has then immediately a faetorization fulfilling the condi- 
tions of the definition of 1-11 languages. 
Case 2. Any such factor u in w contains at most q marked positions. We then 
consider a new marking of the letters of w: 
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(1) Every marked position x such that h(x) ~ E is still a marked letter. 
(2) Every . . . . . .  x such that h(x) C = e and such that the factor xu of w 
contains a marked position with h(u) = E is considered as a marked letter. 
(We shall speak of marked letter for the new marking and of marked position 
for the original one.) We get this way at least (3q d- 3) marked letters which are 
not erased by h. We leave by themselves the two extremal ones, and we consider 
the (3q -4- 1) central marked letters in w. The automaton recognizing R will then 
reach at least four times the same state when reading w, so that w ~ wlw2w3w4w 5 
with 
- -  h (w~)  v~ e; i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; 
- -  W 1 , WlW 2 , WlW2W 3 , WlWgW3W4 lead the automaton in the same state, so  
that any combination of w 2 , w3, and w 4 is a loop for the machine when it has 
read w 1 . 
Suppose now WlW2W3*W4w 5 ~A;  we are obviously over. I f  not, setting 
h(wi) = vi , we have vlv2% *v4v5 ~ L 1 , which implies that vlv2v4v5 ~ L 1 meaning 
vlv2v4v 5~L 0 . Doing the same with w~% (resp. with w3w4)we either get a 
factorization of w which fulfils conditions of the definition of 1-11 languages, or 
get that vlv4v 5 ~L  0 (resp. v lvz% ~Lo).  
We shall prove that one of the three factorizations proposed there gives us the 
answer; if not, we simultaneously have 
v ~- vlv2vav 5 ~L o and viva% ~L o so that [ v 2 [ > { [ v [ and 
vlv2v 5 ~ L o so that  l v a] > ½Iv[ ,  
which is impossible. So the lemma is proved, because any wi does contain at 
least one marked position. 
Using the closure of 1-11 languages under homomorphisms, union, product, 
and star proved in Van der Walt (1976), we have 
PROPOSITION. The fu l l  AFL  generated by L 1 is 1-11. 
We shall end with the following observation: This counterexample is not 
context flee, so that it leaves open the following problem. 
Conjecture. Any 1-11 full AFL  included in the context-free family is the 
family Rat. 
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